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wFoothill SLI Winter Micro-Internship
Nhu Dao

Winter 2022

ABOUT YOU:
Hometown: Saigon, Vietnam
Major/ certificate: Chemistry
Year of graduation from Foothill College: 2023

PLACEMENT:
Name of company/ institution: Stanford University
Supervisor: Kimberly Carter-Fenk

OBJECTIVE: 
In my micro-internship, my mentor and I worked on a 10-week long investigative research 
project titled Elucidating Intermolecular Interactions of Deep Eutectic Solvents with Quantum 
Chemistry . Our goals were to quantify the intermolecular interactions that give deep eutectic 
solvents their unique properties and create a generalized model for predicting and modeling 
DESs, specifically its intermolecular interactions.

METHODS: 
Using a theory called SAPT (Symmetry Adapted Perturbation Theory), we were able to quantify 
the intermolecular interactions of deep eutectic solvent components and determined the dimer 
with the highest magnitude in total interaction energy. The molecules we used were 
tetramethylammonium ion, ethylene glycol, and chloride ion.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION: 
The tetramethylammonium chloride dimer had the highest magnitude in total interaction energy 
and we determined that the deep eutectic solvents involving ions will have the highest magnitude 
in total interaction energy.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: 
I would like to thank Kim for being my mentor and giving me this opportunity to explore 
research. I would also like to thank Sophia and Marissa for supporting this micro-internship and 
Foothill SLI, Stanford University, and Stanford Research Computing Center for providing 
computational resources and support that contributed to these research results.
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SLI STEM Microinternship
Hyeon Seok Choi 

Winter 2022 

ABOUT YOU: 
 Hometown: Gimpo, South Korea 
 Major/ certificate: Biology 

Year of graduation from Foothill College: 2022 
 

PLACEMENT: 
Name of company/ institution: Canary Center at Stanford for Cancer Early Detection 
Website: https://canarycenter.stanford.edu/  
Supervisor: Jie Wang 
OBJECTIVE: 

• Engineering self-propelled micromotor for drug delivery 
• Engineering microalgae for cancer therapy
• Perform comprehensive literature review to understand mechanism behind how 

micromotor and microalgae improve cancer therapy efficiency. 
• Learn how to track and analyze image data for microalgae and micromotor using ImageJ 
• Fabricate microfluidic device using laser cutter

METHODS: 
First, I performed a comprehensive literature review to understand the mentor’s project. I started 
from the terms that I didn’t know, and the mechanism involved in propulsion, targeting cancer 
tissue, and chemical reaction. Thereafter, I understand the experiments used to prove that 
micromotors and microalgae are improving cancer therapy efficiency in previous papers Then, I 
analyzed the microscopy data from the mentor’s experiment using ImageJ plugins. I 
quantitatively calculate the RGB value of pixels to measure the intensity of fluorescence from 
normal and confocal fluorescence microscopy data. I designed a microfluidic device using the 
laser cutter and assembled the parts. 
RESULTS & DISCUSSION:  
The major results from the internship period are image analysis and microfluidic devices. 
Through the image analysis, I converted qualitative experimental data from the mentor’s 
experiment to quantitative data, which can be used to graph, conclude and comprehend the visual 
results. The image that I used includes the videos image of the propulsion of micromotor and 
fluorescence image of cancer cells by different treatments. It is important because we can draw 
objective and obvious conclusions from microscopic image data. I made the laser 3D cutting 
microfluidic device. With the microfluidic device that I made during the internship, we could 
culture cells in different situations, such as the flow rate of the culture medium and drug 
candidates for testing. These various arrays of conditions in culturing cancer cells allow the cells 
to fit the model environments mimicking the human body tissue. All my work from my 
internship contributes to the research on improving cancer therapy and reducing the side effects 
of cancer therapy.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:  
Sophia Kim, Foothill College / Marrisa Yanez, Foothill College 
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Copper depletion for the treatment of cancer 
Natalia Franchuk 

Winter 2022 
 
ABOUT YOU: 
Hometown: Mountain View, CA 
Major/ certificate: Biology for transfer 
Transfer institution: University of Tennessee, Knoxville or California State 
University, Northridge 
Year of graduation from Foothill College: 2022 
 
PLACEMENT: 
Name of company/ institution: Stanford University 
Website: https://med.stanford.edu/ Supervisor: Liyang Cui, Ph.D. 

OBJECTIVE: 
The research goals: 
 Explore a new chelator and new formulation for copper deleting nanoparticles (CDN) to see if we can 

further improve the efficacy of the Copper depleting treatment for breast cancer. 
 Create a protocol that can be standardized to achieve a chelator-containing formulation that is stable. 
 Develop a series of assays to characterize this nanoparticles property. 

METHODS: 
I used several tools to complete my project: 
 Nanoparticle (CDN) Formulation 

o Sonicator (Branson, W-150) 
o Centrifuge 

 Characterization of the copper-depleting nanoparticle 
o Measured Absorption spectra using UV-Vis spectroscopy. 
o Analyzing data in Excel 
o Measured Size, charge, and morphology with Dynamic light scattering (DLS) Zetasizer 

 Breast Cancer cells culturing 
 Cell viability MTS assay 

o Microplate reader 
o Prism data analysis 

 
RESULTS & DISCUSSION: 
Dr. Liyang Cui and colleagues developed a copper-depleting nanoparticle (CDN) and demonstrated its 
safety and efficacy against triple-negative breast cancer in mice. In this project, we were interested in 
exploring a new chelator (CPC2) and a new formulation for CDN to see if we can further improve the 
efficacy of the coper-depleting treatment for breast cancer. Currently, there are not many chelators 
available that are highly specific to Cu 1 or Cu 2 but do not affect other metals in the body. We hypothesize 
that the CPC2 chelator has better binding abilities to Cu1 in mitochondria. In the initial stage of our 
research, we successfully designed, formulated, and characterized a new copper-depleting nanoparticle. 
 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: 
Mentor: Liyang Cui, PhD. Jianghong Rao Lab team Sophia Kim, SLI Director 
Marissa Elena Yáñez, STEM Workforce Specialist 
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Modeling Blazar Spectra
Sarah Youngquist

Winter 2022

ABOUT YOU:
Hometown: Palo Alto
Major/ certificate: Computer Science
Year of graduation from Foothill College: 2022

PLACEMENT:
Name of company/ institution: UC Santa Cruz
Website: https://www.physics.ucsc.edu/
Supervisor: Dr. Olivier Hervet

OBJECTIVE: 
Model the spectral energy distributions of blazars using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
method in Python. Create clear code that can be made public to the scientific community. 

METHODS: 
A spectral energy distribution can be created from certain parameters. The goal of the algorithm 
was to find the best parameters given the real data. Markov chain Monte Carlo does this by 
randomly selecting parameter sets and iteratively converging on the best solution. I implemented
the MCMC in Python using the emcee package, and I wrote functions for plotting and data 
analysis. I also modified C++ code written by my mentor to allow the Python program to run 
faster. I created the code based upon code previously written by a PhD student for her thesis.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION: 
I wrote fully functional code that can run the Markov chain Monte Carlo program from a 
parameter file or be imported and used within Python. We tested the MCMC method on a 
specific blazar that has been modeled by scientists using a completely different method in order 
to validate the MCMC; we found similar results as we hoped. The code is well-documented and 
understandable so that it can eventually be released to the public for use by the scientific 
community. It is several times faster than the code it is based upon due to implementing parallel 
processing, it is more flexible because code is moved into functions with optional parameters, 
and the code has more features. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: 
Dr. Olivier Hervet Mentor, UC Santa Cruz
Sophia Kim and Marissa Yañez SLI Micro-Internship program organizers
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